Nucleotide sequence of DNA template for the 3' ends of SV40 mRNA. II. The sequence of the DNA fragment EcorII-F and a part of EcorII-H.
The nucleotide sequence for two-thirds of restriction endonuclease fragment EcoRII-F and part of RII-H of SV40 DNA is presented. This segment of SV40 DNA is complementary to the sequence near the 3' end of early mRNA. This sequence could be translated in one reading frame to form a large protein. However, in a second translational frame there are four AUG codons followed by 91 sense triplets, followed by a termination codon. These results provide the sequence for the entire 3' untranslated ends of SV40 early and late mRNAs and for the DNA beyond the 3' ends of the mRNAs. The ends of early and late mRNA are transcribed from the opposite strands of the same segment of DNA. At or beyond the 3' ends of both early and late mRNA are sequences whose transcripts would include uridylic acid-rich products.